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Teacher Tylor Hankin’s View Ridge Middle School 7th and 8th grade STEM class students build paper skimmers that
will “skim” across the floor. The project challenges students to apply precise measurements to construct and design
their skimmers to travel farther and faster relative to friction and air flow. STEM is an acronym for Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math education. Photo courtesy of Ridgefield School District.
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t’s no secret that many Americans are experiencing a
great deal of anxiety over loss of jobs. The focus of public
angst is most often voiced as concern over the shifting
of U.S. manufacturing jobs overseas. This sentiment is
understandably felt most strongly in regions of our country
with a long history of industrial employment.
In reality, bringing overseas manufacturing jobs back to
the U.S. is like trying to put the proverbial genie back into the
bottle: challenging if not impossible. Also, many jobs have not
been lost to other countries, but in fact have been lost due
to technological advances. Robotics and other advanced
manufacturing practices and efficiencies have reduced
the requirements for line-type workers at many industrial
establishments. However, from these advances have come
different jobs – those that depend on a more educated or
skilled worker – and command a higher wage than traditional
manufacturing jobs.
Though likely of little comfort to the middle-aged, laid-off
manufacturing worker without benefit of time or money to
retrain for these new jobs, it’s good news for today’s Millennials

and future generations of Discovery Corridor citizens, because
they’ll have the potential to capitalize on this technologicallyrich business arena. How? Because the Portland – Metro Area
– which includes Ridgefield – is one of only 19 high-producing
“Knowledge Capitals” in the world, and it’s driving our local
economy.
So, what exactly is a Knowledge Capital, and why is this
important to Ridgefield?

Knowledge Capital, a little background

The term Knowledge Capital was coined in a recent report
issued by JP Morgan Chase and the Brookings Institution, a
nonprofit, public-policy organization based in Washington, DC.
This report, Redefining Global Cities, caught the eye of Port of
Ridgefield CEO Brent Grening; he’s since been articulating its
message to business and community groups in the area.
According to the report, more than half the world’s
population now lives in urban areas; thus cities are the critical
drivers of global economic growth and prosperity. The report
details and classifies seven different types of urban areas that
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HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM YOUR PORT!

Port of Ridgefield staff and commissioners: Back row from left: Brent Grening, CEO; Joe Melroy, commissioner; Nelson
Holmberg, vice president, innovation; Scott Hughes, commissioner; Kevin Oldham, maintenance. Bottom row, from left: Pat Kirby,
maintenance; Wonder Baldwin, administrative assistant; Bruce Wiseman, commissioner; Jeanette Ludka, accounting manager;
Laurie Olin, vice president of operations.
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MAJOR
PROJECTS
WDFW Regional HQ
at S. 11th Street
• 120 jobs to
Ridgefield

• Construction is
underway

• Project completion
by June 30, 2017
• $8 million project

Pioneer Street Rail
Overpass
• Goes to bid April
2017

• Construction
begins July 1, 2017

• Completion
estimated fall 2018
• $15 million project

Broadband –
Constituent
Connectivity
Project
• Finishing
engineering on
Discovery Corridor
backbone.

KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL, FROM PG 1
function together as a network of cities
that participate in international flows of
goods, services, people, capital, and
ideas. For our purposes, however, the
focus will be limited to the Knowledge
Capital – the category in which the
Portland-Metro area, Seattle, San
Francisco, Chicago, Zurich and several
other cities are included.

Who gets the
Knowledge Capital label?

These are 17 mid-sized, highly
productive knowledge creation center
cities in the United States and just
two in Europe. Commonalities are that
they have talented workforces and
elite research universities. These cities
are among the wealthiest and most
productive in the world out of the top 123
metropolitan economies. They have an
average population of 4.2 million, and are
the second smallest of the seven groups
by population. But because these metro
areas are so productive, they have they
have the third highest average economic
output ($283 billion), the highest nominal
Gross Domestic Product per capita
($69,000) and Gross Domestic Product
per worker ($136,000) of any group.

What does this mean to
Ridgefield & the Discovery
Corridor?

Grening believes the Discovery
Corridor
has
some
existing
characteristics - housing affordability,
labor mobility and quality lifestyle - that
position it to benefit from its location on
the northern edge of the Portland Metro
area Knowledge Capital and just south
of the Seattle Knowledge Capital.
“Affordability is a problem in Seattle
and Portland. So with our many lifestyle
advantages we offer the right habitat
for talent, which in turn serves as a
launch-pad for entrepreneurs,” Grening
said. “We can act as a landing zone
for intellectual property companies that
invent and license technology – at a
much lower cost than either Portland or
Seattle.”

• Estimated cost
$2.5 million
• 1st phase
construction
summer 2017

• Exploring options
for long-haul route
to regional hub

Environmental
Cleanup

(See “Thank You” pg 3)

• Additional
neighborhood
dioxin cleanup in
2017
• Remedial
investigation/
sampling is
underway

• Projected cost
and start date of
physical cleanup
TBD
• 35+/- properties in
sampling area

“…our port is on track
to be a 21st century
port that continues
to be relevant to its
community.”
Scott Hughes, Port Commissioner

Grening also feels this Knowledge
Capital revelation corroborated the port’s
effort to develop a dark fiber network.
“It validates the port’s thinking and
puts it into global context.”

A port for the 21st century

Port Commissioner Scott Hughes

• Continued
marketing of this
40+ acre waterfront
property

“We can’t underestimate
the power of education.”
Bruce Wiseman, Port Commissioner

infrastructure to access high speed
broadband, the Discovery Corridor is
on-point to a prosperous future, and
our port is on track to be a 21st century
port that continues to be relevant to its
community.”

have higher earning potential, these
partnerships are the way to go,” said Joe
Melroy, port commissioner.
In another key partnership effort
underway, the port’s proposed dark fiber
development project, when complete,
will fling open the doors to expanded
educational opportunities for Discovery
Corridor students, as higher broadband
speeds will allow WSU-Vancouver to
provide more efficient distance learning
to classes at WSU in Pullman.
“A student here will be able to take
classes from a professor in Pullman,”
Melroy said.
Melroy pointed out that Clark College
is another critical partner, providing
entrepreneurial training and advanced
industries support and education.
Advanced industries are companies
involved in technology research and
development and need skilled workers
in the areas of science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM).
“We are fortunate to have these
two higher-education institutions in
our backyard that are willing to work
together with our community and help
us participate in this new economy,” said
Melroy.
And while skills for the new economy
are important, Melroy is also quick to
point out that traditional manufacturing is
still important.
“Welders, metal fabrication workers,
furniture makers and the like will still
have an important role in our economy.

Education plays a starring role
in Knowledge Economy

“Whether a kid wants to be a researcher,
develop software applications, be a
data geek or work in the health care
profession, he or she needs the right
skill set to be a knowledge worker.” said
Port Commissioner Bruce Wiseman.
Wiseman shares a belief with his
fellow commissioners that Ridgefield
must continue to be vigilant in its quest
for quality educational opportunities to
be part of this knowledge economy.
To that end Wiseman is a strong
proponent of the STEM program in
K-20 schools, with its focus on science,
math, engineering and technology – and
STEAM programs – which incorporate
the additional and important elements
of art and design to the sciences
curriculum.
“We can’t underestimate the power of
education,” Wiseman said. “That’s what
will give our kids the better opportunities
for this new world in which we find
ourselves.”

The power of partnerships
in the Knowledge Economy

As is noted in the Brookings Institution
report, one of the characteristics of a
Knowledge Capital is the existence
of research universities. With WSU’s
Vancouver campus at Ridgefield’s
southern port district boundary, students
and employers in the Discovery Corridor
benefit from proximity to this notable
higher education research facility.
WSU works with the port, the city, the
business community and the school
district to help students reach their
career goals, and to provide employers
with a skilled workforce.
“If we want to train, gain and retain
talent so our kids and other citizens

“Welders, metal
fabrication workers,
furniture makers and
the like will still have an
important role in
our economy.”
Joe Melroy, Port Commissioner

People continue to want the things they
produce.”

Global disruption,
local opportunities

CEO Grening sees the trend toward
a knowledge-based economy as a
disruption in the global economy, in
which more traditional jobs have been
lost, but new, different types of jobs have
been added.
“There’s no easy fix to this scenario,”
Grening said. “Education is required
to move our country from a resourcebased and manufacturing economy to
a knowledge economy. Fortunately if
we play our cards right, the Discovery
Corridor is well-poised to participate in
this new economy.”
To read the Brookings report, Redefining
Global Cities visit www.brookings.edu/
research/redefining-global-cities  

FUN FACTS: KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL & OUR ECONOMY
PORTLAND

Employment Projections
2014-2024
• Advanced Manufacturing

Summary
• We can participate in

• Requires tailored economic

SEATTLE

•
•
•

World’s Knowledge Capitals

Millers’ Landing
Property

believes that as Ridgefield is a part of the
Portland Metro Knowledge Capital area,
the Discovery Corridor has different
economic drivers and trends than that
of other areas of the country. He thinks
to benefit from this new economy the
port and other entities will need to
pursue tailored economic development
practices that expand efforts beyond
traditional market sectors such as
manufacturing. But Hughes feels the
port is ahead of that curve.
“With our push to develop dark fiber

Atlanta
Austin
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago
Dallas
Denver
Hartford
Houston
Minneapolis

Philadelphia

San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose
Stockholm
Washington DC
Zurich

+16.3%
Software/IT +32.5%
Health Care +23.2%
All private sector industries
+18.8%

Source: Columbia-Willamette Workforce
Collaborative Report 2016

Portland-Metro Knowledge
Capital economy
development practices &
access to education

• Need awareness of different
economic drivers & trends

• Discovery Corridor is on-point
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NEIGHBORS HELP
MAKE SUCCESS OF
NEIGHBORHOOD
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FOREIGN TRADE ZONE AWARDED,
CAN HELP LOCAL BUSINESSES
In late fall the Port of Vancouver USA received a grant of
authority from the Foreign-Trade Zones Board as grantee
to establish a foreign-trade zone within the service area of
Clark County, Washington which will benefit eligible Clark
County businesses.
In the United States, a foreign-trade zone (FTZ) is a
geographical area, in or adjacent to, a U.S. Port of Entry,
where commercial merchandise – both domestic and foreign – receives the same Customs treatment it would if it
were outside the commerce of the United States.
According to the International Trade Administration website, the FTZ program helps level the [manufacturing] playing field and improves U.S. competitiveness by reducing
the cost of U.S. operations through delayed or reduced

duty payments on foreign merchandise, in addition to other FTZ program savings opportunities.
“We believe this FTZ will encourage job growth and value-added production at local businesses giving them a
competitive advantage to foreign alternatives,” said Brent
Grening, Port of Ridgefield CEO.
Grening applauded the Port of Vancouver for bringing
this opportunity to area businesses.
“The Port of Vancouver did good work. This program
can help grow international trade from Clark County.”
For more information contact the Port of Ridgefield, or contact
Debbie Taylor at the Port of Vancouver by calling 360-693-3611
or email dtaylor@portvanusa.com.

GReat GIF t !
BOATERS ❤ FISHERMEN ❤ KAYAKERS

Available for just $50 at the Port of Ridgefield Offices.
Visit our Web site for hours of operation. 20% off price for 98642 residents.
111 W. Division St, Ridgefield WA • 360.887.3873 • portridgefield.org
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VOTE YES!

The landscaping
is in and looking
good on residential
properties whose
owners participated
in the neighborhood
environmental
remediation work
directed by the
Washington Department
of Ecology and executed
by the Port of Ridgefield
and its contractors.
Port Vice President of
Dece
Operations Laurie Olin DATE:
noted that the project
Port
enjoyed smooth-sailing TO:
due to the positive and
Por
FROM:
cooperative stance of
property owners.
Por
RE:
“While beautiful
(No
now, at times this was
messy and inconvenient.
But people were
The Port Commiss
patient, respectful
educated workfor
and responsive, which believes that qual
helped to streamline the And because the p
clean-up process – and
• Two disti
for that we are very
school: a
appreciative,” Olin said.
The work conducted
• New clas
in this first phase
general
of neighborhood
environmental
• Safety a
remediation was to
School;
remove excessive dioxins
in the soil revealed by
• Repurp
consoli
earlier soil sampling. The
presence of these dioxins
• A partn
may have been caused
will sa
by the wood treating
plant that operated
The Port of Rid
from 1964-1993 on port
District Bond
property adjacent to
these properties.
During this first phase,
21 residential lots were
remediated and then
re-landscaped; eight lots
Scott Hughe
Commission
or yards remain in this
phase and await clean-up
in 2017.
The total cost of
the project to date is
approximately $2.5
PO RT
CO MM IS SI O
million.
E
SC OT T HU GH
Several months ago,
JO E ME LR O Y
BR UC E WI SE M
Ecology determined soil
sampling was necessary
east of Main Avenue
outside of the original
sampling area to ensure
no dioxins exist there
that exceed acceptable
levels. The phase two
soil sampling that will
be conducted on these
35 or more additional
properties has begun,
and will continue in 2017.
The projected cost and
start date of physical
cleanup, if necessary for
any of these properties,
has not been determined.
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SHARED MISSION
FOCUS OF 3 PORTS
MEETING WITH WSU

In December, representatives from three area ports met
with Washington State University’s new president, Kirk
Schulz. Clockwise from bottom left: Julianna Marler, interim executive director of the Port of Vancouver; Dave Ripp,
executive director for the Port of Camas-Washougal; Brent
Grening, Port of Ridgefield CEO; Kirk Schulz, WSU president, and WSU-Vancouver Chancellor Mel Netzhammer.
Photo courtesy Washington State University – Vancouver.

n an effort to familiarize Washington State University’s
new president with the activities and goals of area port
authorities, representatives from Clark County’s three
ports recently met with Kirk Schulz, who was selected
as the 11th president of the university by the WSU Board
of Regents in March 2016.
Port representatives included Brent Grening, Port of
Ridgefield CEO; Dave Ripp, executive director for the Port
of Camas-Washougal, and Julianna Marler, interim executive director of the Port of Vancouver. WSU-Vancouver Chancellor Mel Netzhammer also participated at the
meeting held at the Vancouver campus on December 16
to discuss the shared missions of the ports, and how they
align with those of the university. Over the last few years,
the three Clark County ports have been working collaboratively and successfully on a variety of efforts.
At the session, Port of Ridgefield CEO Brent Grening
emphasized that WSU is a cornerstone of the information
economy – a major component of the Portland area economy – and noted that segment is growing in the Discovery
Corridor.
“Quality education and research are critical to securing
Clark County’s ongoing participation in this highly-productive and lucrative knowledge economy, and WSU is
instrumental in this effort,” Grening said.
He further noted that because WSU-Vancouver is the
heart of the county’s entrepreneurial culture and the por-

tal for Clark County students to access WSU’s extensive
university system, high-speed data connectivity between
WSU –Vancouver and its main campus in Pullman is critical.
“The Port of Ridgefield’s pursuit of broadband infrastructure, when complete, will enhance WSU’s ability to
expand educational opportunities for our citizens, serving
our community and the college,” Grening said.
Over the last year, the Port of Ridgefield has been analyzing the feasibility of building a high-speed fiber backbone for lease to private internet providers that in turn can
make the high-speed service available to Discovery Corridor businesses and citizens. (Visit the port’s website for
more information.)
Grening lauded Shultz and Netzhammer for their respective roles in moving the Clark County community forward.
“President Schulz’s overall vision for WSU and Chancellor Netzhammer’s vision and commitment to the Vancouver campus bodes well for our economy.”
Grening added that WSU’s vision is aligned with the
Port of Ridgefield’s. He sees this alignment as helpful in
strengthening the area’s economic health.
“We look forward to working with WSU to help them advance their vision,” Grening said. “Because as WSU-Vancouver goes, so does the potential of the citizens of the
Discovery Corridor.”

ON THE
LEVEL
Getting
infrastructure
right…
BY BRENT GRENING, CEO
Infrastructure is a word
people like to throw
around. It sounds smart and
techy. But dropping the
word in conversation isn’t
enough.
Getting infrastructure
right is critical. Healthy,
vibrant, sustainable communities need modern
infrastructure including
water, sewer, transportation, power and natural gas
systems, and increasingly
– high speed, digital communications. If we expand
“infrastructure” to include
public facilities, we can add
local schools, a north county
Clark College campus and
WSU-Vancouver’s proposed
Life Sciences building to the
list of necessary infrastructure for our community
In this newsletter we’ve
introduced the idea of our
metro area as a knowledge
capital. It’s a way of saying
that knowledge, research
and technology is driving
our regional and local economy. As our population and
economy grows, financing
and building infrastructure
will be challenging.
Some say we can slow
growth by not building new
infrastructure, i.e., schools
and roads. The flaw in this
strategy is that over-subscribed schools and congested roads have negative
impacts on public safety,
educational performance
and worker productivity.
Once these problems take
root, private investment and
job creation typically suffer.
Economic opportunities can
be permanently lost, and
after-the-fact fixes are often
more expensive.
High-quality infrastructure builds high-quality
communities and high-performance economies.
The Ridgefield School District’s commitment to premier education is on point:
educated people drive the
information economy. The
port’s commitment to building state-of-the-art broadband technology speaks to
our commitment to building
a robust economy and taxbase – making infrastructure more affordable.
We can build a high-quality community if we manage growth properly to
ensure our infrastructure
meets the needs and potential of the people who live
and work here.

I

LOOKING TO THE LEGISLATURE 2017
This month representatives from
the Port of Ridgefield will address
Washington state legislators to seek
support for a variety of projects of
benefit to Ridgefield and the Discovery Corridor.
Included in the list of topics for discussion are a change to the state’s
broadband policy to allow all ports
to have the same authority to build

broadband infrastructure statewide,
enhancements to Interstate 5 to ease
traffic congestion that will improve
safety and freight mobility, and legislation to maintain the ability of the
port to engage in environmentally-appropriate dredging and disposal.
Also on the port’s list of discussion points are a variety of measures
aimed at fostering economic devel-

opment, including a $600,000 capital
request for WSU-Vancouver’s predesign for a proposed Life Science
building and funding support for
Clark College’s north county campus
slated for Ridgefield.
Brent Grening, Port of Ridgefield
CEO said the port’s legislative agenda is aimed at enhancing local and
regional infrastructure.

WISDOM RIDGE

CORPORATE
CENTER
•
•
•
•

At S. 11th Street in Ridgefield, Washington
FOR SALE or Land Lease
Planned & Entitled Property
On I-5 Between Portland & Seattle
OVERVIEW

Break Ground Today...

• 112,569 sq. ft. light industrial building opportunity

6MONTHS

• Single or Multi-Tenant Use

OCCUPY in

• Fully-Served Site
7.5 ACRES MOL
• Expansion Potential: 3.5 Acres nearby for sale;
provides ancillary building space if desired
• Offered for sale at $6.49/ft. (Approx. $1.8 million)
For more details, visit the port website : portridgefield.org
111 W. Division • Ridgefield, WA 98642 • 360.887.3873

